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This flowchart should give a general idea on how to
translate a FIFO measurement data stream into an 3 ×
𝑛-dimensional decay curve matrix, where 3 is given by
the image resolution in x and y direction and the ADC
resolution (time bins) of each pixel and finally 𝑛 as the
number of routing channels (FLIM/PLIM, wavelength,
polarity…).
What should be kept in mind is the assumptions made
for this example:
• A new/first frame only starts once a frame marker

is A: followed by a line marker in any subsequent
marker event or B: accompanied by a line marker
in the same marker event.

• A line marker implicitly includes a pixel marker
whether it is present in the same marker event or
not. Therefor a line marker always resets the pixel
index.

• Any subsequent pixel/line marker increase the
pixel/line index.

These assumptions are based on the behavior of the
BH-GVD and have to be adjusted accordingly when
using a different control system.
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In case of a software re-binning the time-bin
must be divided by 2𝑛 where 𝑛 is the desired
coarsening factor.
Depending on the measurement composition
the routing channel information my not be of
interest at all or even explicitly ignored.

Add one photon to the corresponding image matrix:

routing channel of the current datum [(datum >> 12) & 0xF]

at coordinates for current
pixel-index,
line-index,
time-bin

Pixel-index and line-index in bounds

Image matrix value at line-index, pixel-index and ADC-value < max(datatype)

Some scanning systems my produce 𝑛 line
markers per line in that case the process has to
be executed every 𝑛 line markers only.
Resetting the pixel index can mean different
things depending on the scanning path of the
measurement composition. In unidirectional
scanning it would mean setting the index to 0 (or
the value corresponding to the beginning of the
line), in bidirectional scanning it would mean to
set is to the index of the previous’ lines end.

Increment line index,
Reset pixel index

Some scanning systems my produce 𝑛 pixel markers per pixel
in that case the process has to be executed every 𝑛 pixel
markers only.
Depending on the scan path the pixel index needs to be
incremented (unidirectional scanning) or line wise alternated
in- and than decremented (bidirectional scanning)
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Calculate time-bin from ADC-value:
time-bin = 4095 – ((datum >> 16) & 0xFFF)
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